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-
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Inspection Period: fehntuy 25 Match 7.1991 i
1

//li s Z/ 70 "'OInspectors: _

#D. Chawaga, Radiation Specialist. Date !
Facilities Radiation Prote,etion Section (FRPS)

bY //7. /[ 7e O
P. O' nt4 Radiation Specialist, FRPS Date !

ME 9/ApproveM d ev <+ +
' V.' Pasciik Chief, FRPS

~

|Date -.

|'spretion Summary: Inspection on February 25 March 7,1991 (NRC Inspection - |
. part No. 50 271/91 10) |

Areas inspected: The inspection was a routine, unannounced radiological controls !
inspection. Areas reviewed included previously identified items, control of radioactive j
material, plant tours, radiation survey instruments, training, and audits and appraisals.

,

Resillts: .
.-

Two violations were identified and are described in Section 3 and 4 of this j
report in addition, two other violations were identified which meet the criteria ;
established in 10 CFR Part 2 to be categorized as non-cited violations.
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1.0 fersons contacted

1.1 Vermont Yankee

* R. Grippardi, Yankee Nuclear Services Division. OA Supervisor
* J. Kinsley, Project Engineer
* S. Jefferson, Assistant to the Plant Manager
* E. Lindamood, Radiation Protection Supervisor

~ ' J. hicCarthy, ALARA Engineer
* R. hiorrissette, Plant llealth Physicist
* D. Reid, Plant Manager
* R. Wanczyk, Operations Superintendent
- S. Berger, Radiation Protection Assistant
hl. Thornhill, Radiation Protection Assistant
R. Leach, llazardous Materials Coordinator

1.2 ERC-

* 11. Eichenholz, Senior Reside.* Inspector
T. Ililtz, Resident inspector
D. Kern, Reactor Engineer

* W. Pasclak, Chief, FRPS

1.3 Others

* W. Sherman, State of Vermcot
}

Denotes attendance at the exit meeting on March 1,1991.

2.0 furnoic

The inspection was a routine, unannounced inspection of the licensee's

L radiological controls program. Items reviewed included: status of previously
identified items, control of radioactive material, plant tours, radiation survey>

instruments, training, and a'udits and appraisals.

3.0 Status of Previousiv Identified items

3.1 (Closed) 50 271/9013 02, Unresolved item. Instmuon Report No. 50 271/90 13
described weaknesses in the licensee's bloassa program. The weaknesses
included a failure to properly assess an individual's intake of radioactive material
and a failure to adequately describe techniques for such 5 sessments in plant

L procedures. -
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Procedure OP 0533, * Body Burden Analysis", did not require conversion of
positive whole body cotmting results to intake (i.e. the number of MPC hours).10
CFR 20.103 (c) requires,in part, that if an exposure estimate from whole body

nt results is found to be greater than that estimated by air sampling, then the
.ser value must be used. For example, if subsequent bioassay results indicate

that an individual's exposure to airborne radioactive material was higher than the
"

exposure estimated by air sampling, the bioassay results must be used.

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's response letter to the Unresolved item of
January 4,1991. The response did not adequately address the finding that _the
worker's intake was underestimated as a result of using a breathing rate which,

was inconsistent with that specified in 10 CFR 20.1036)(1). Further, the
licensee's response to the Unresolved item did not detail specific corrective

,

actions regarding the need to establish written procedures for performing intake4

estimates to demonstrate compliance with 10 CFR 20.103. Licensee corrective
actions in response to this Unresolved item did not include measurcs to preve nt a

F similar recurrence of improper intake assessment. The inspectors determined this
to be a violation of Technical Specification 6.5.B., which requires, in part, that
radiation protection procedures be consistent with the requirements of 10 CFR
Part 20. (50 271/91 10-01)

| 3.2 Licensee Event Report (LER) 9101 (Closed). On January 4,1991 the licensee
j observed a Radiation Protection (RP) Technician in a High Radiation Area
; (HRA), the Waste Cask Room, without a radiation monitoring device (survey

instrument or alarming dosimeter) as required by Technical Specification 6.5.B,1.i

On January 23,1991, the licensee submitted LER 9101 which detailed the
-incident and licensee corrective actions. Corrective actions included: disciplinary

.
ections against the RP Technician involved, discussing the incident with all RP

! personnel, initiating a llealth Physics (llP) incident report and revising RP
continulag training and General Employee Training (GET).

.

The inspectors verified that the licensee had either completed or established
'

completion dates for all the corrective actions. The inspector determined that,
due to the prompt corrective actions and the minor safety significance associated
with this event, the LER met the criteria specified in 10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C.

! V. G. to be classified as a non citeJ " stion. (50 271/91 10-02)

u

4.0 Control of Radioactive Material

On September 22,1990 the licensee received a package containing licensed
radioactive material from the Yankee Nuclear Services Department in Bolton,
MA. After removing two radiation sources from the box, the packing material

_ _ __ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ __._ _ _ _ _ _ . _m m._ _ _ _
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was discarded in a " clean" trash receptacle. A third source was listed on the
shipping paperwork.

A licensee review of the lost source incidem indicated that the individual who
opened the package did not inventory the contents of the box against the shipping
paperwork. The review also indicated that no procedures had been violated.
flowever, the inspectors noted that, AP 0801 " Receiving and Shipment of Material
and Equipment", requires, in part, in Section A.2.c., that material received is to bc
identified, logged and handled by Stores by verifying the adequacy of the material<

(e.g., part number, quantity, unit of measure, etc.) against the Purchase Order
requirements, bill of lading or other paperwork. As stated above, this procedure
was not followed.

In addition, station Procedure AP 0504," Shipping and Receipt of Radioactive
Material", excludes handling instructions for radioactive materials having activities,

less than 100 microcuries. Because AP 0504 excludes receipt instructions for
certain lleensed materials and no other station procedme addresses the receipt of
such materials, the conditions specified in 10 CFR 20.205 (o), which requires, in
part, that each lleensee shall establish and maintain procedures for safely opening
packages in which _ licensed material is received, are not fully satisfied by this
procedure. The lleensce's proccdures are not clear as to what the relationship
between procedure AP 0504 and AP 0801 is and to what extent each serve to
ensure compliance with 10 CFR 20.205(d). This problem will be followed up
during a future inspection.

The loss of this source posed only a minor safety or environmental hazard due to
its low activity and short half life.1lowever, programmatic weakness existed in
the receipt of radioactive material. The licensee's final review of this occurrence
was inadequate in that it stated that no procedures were violated and that no
corrective actions were warranted.

The failure to follow the inventory requirement of AP 0801 is a violation of 10
CFR 20.205 (d) which requires, in part, that each licensee shall establish and
maintain procedures for safely opening packages in which licensed material is
received,tnd shall assure that such procedures are followed. (50 271/91 10 03)

, - Plutor.!um (Pu) sources are used by RP personnel to evaluate the response of
l portable survey instruments to alpha radiation. These sources are stored in a

| vault located behind the main control point for the Radiologically Controlled

|. Area (RCA) 10 CFR 70.19(c)(2) requires that Pu sources be posted with the
following warning label,

"The receipt, possession, use and transfer of this source, Model Serial,

. _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ __ __. . .a _ _ _ _ _ ___ ._ _ _ . . _
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No. , are subject to a general license and the regulations of the United
States Nuclear Regulatory Commission or of a state with which the
Commission has entered into an agreement for the for the exercise of
regulatory authority. Do not remove this label.

CAUTION RADIOACTIVII h1ATIIRIAL Tills SOURCII CONTAINS
PLUTONIUhi. DO NOT TOUCll Till? RADIOACTIVII PORTION OF |

Tills SOURCl!.
i

(Name of hianufacturer or Initial Transferor)"

Contrary to the above, neither the source nor the storage container bore the aforemen-
tioned warning label,

_

in addition, the room containing these unsealed sources had quantitles which
exceeded 10 times the value for Pu listed in 10 CFR 20, Appendix C. The room
was required by 10 CFR 20,203(c) to be posted with a radiation caution sign and
the wording,

" Caution, Radioactive hinterial(s)".

Contrary to the above, the access to the room was not posted as required by 10
l

CFR 20.203(c), l
|

The preceding two items of noncompliance resulted in a situation posing minor
safety significance and would be classified together as a Severity V violation.-
Neither can be viewed as " willful" acts nor could thes, incidents have reasonably
been prevented by the licensee's corrective actions for a previous violation. The |

licensee promptly corrected the deficiencies. Finally, these items are not required
to be reported to the NRC. The inspectors determined that the posting and !
labeling deficiencies meet the criteria described in 10 CFR 2, Appendix C. V. A.
to be categorized as a non cited violation.4

'
IIcalth Physics incident Reports (IIPIRs) reviewed during a previous inspection
indicated severalinstances of radioactive material being found outside of the
RCA within the Protected Area. The inspectors reviewed the llPIRs during this
inspection period and found that the frequency of these events had decreased.
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Plant (VYNPP) sponsored RP audits have
identified material frisking practices as an area of concern and have outlined a list
of proposed corrective actions to address th!s issue. Some suggestions for-:

program enhancement included reduction in the number of egress points from the
RCA, increased RP manpower at existing exits, installation of remote cameras -
and tool frisking devices at remote locations and training of plant workers.

! |
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Progress in this area will be monitored durinD uture inspections.f

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's program for personnel contamination
monitoring at the station's guardhouse. A sign in the guard house reads:;

Personnel Monitoring with the IRT Portal Monitor
; i

A. Walk through the Portal Monitor
B. If the alarm sounds. Walk through again. If a repeated alarm occurs.

Contact RP Department for directions.
C. Anyone who alarms this monitor twice should not be allowed to leave

unlese approved by the RP Department.

Radiation Protection Procedure RP 4532, Rev.18, provides guidance to RP
personnel in response to personnel contamination incidents. RP 4532 also
emphasizes that the gaardhouse monitor serves as a backup to in plant monitors

- and should not be relied upon on as the primary personnel monitoring device.
The inspectors found no weakness in this area.

5.0 Plant Tours

T1.e inspectors toured the RCA several times during the inspection period. The
plant was operating at full power and work was at n minimum within the RCA.
Rsdiological postings, barriers and other field controls were observed to be

-- nppropriate and very well maintained throughout the plant (with the exception of
those items discussed in Section 4 of this report). Protective clothing stations
were well stocked, neat and orderly, in general po:. tings observed in the field
provided adequate information to plant workeo 4d assisted in creating an
environment conducive to personnel exposure wntrol. Radiological information

'on " hot spot" postings were found to accurate and . informative. The floor in many
areas of the plant has recently been prepared and painted with a smooth durable
coating which should assist with future contamination control efforts. Additional
painting efforts were undenvay during the inspection period, llousekeeping was

'
observed to be excellent in all areas observed.

--While conducting plant tours, the inspectors observed a vacuum cleaner on the
refueling floor which was not stored in accordance with good. ALARA practices.

| '% contact and 18" exposure rates were measured at 100 mR/hr and 20 mR/hr
i .apactively. The vacuum was labeled with a small tag which indicated its
| n Jiation levels accurately. Gerieral area exposure rates were less than 2 mR/hr

-in readily accessible areas on the refuel floor with the exception of the area
around the vacuum. No survey results (performed monthly during operation)
indicated the presence of this source of radiation on the refuel floor. Readings

.
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j were taken by the inspectors using an Eberline RO2 survey instrument supplied
i by the licensee. RP personnel moved the vacuum to an area on the refuel floor
] which was less frequently aaversed. Radiation protection personnel indicated that

development of a procedure for vacuum cleaner control was currently under
consideration. No posting requirements were violated,

l

6.0 Jindlation Stirvev Instrumenl5 1

1

The i.nspectors reviewed tne daily survey instrument response check process. The.

practice for verifying correct response of survey instruments prior to intermittent
use in the plant meets the intent of ANSI N3231978. Instruments are checkedu

each day for response on all scales typically used. In addition, a quick check of
response on at least one scale is performed immediately prior to field issuance. ,

The inspectors noted that a " beta correction factor" of 2.0 is used for ion chamber
; instruments at the station. This factor has been established based on
| extrapolation chamber analysis of beta radiation and uses the cente of the

detector as the point _of reference for dose rate determination. Correction for an
instrument's beta particle response at the center of the detector could

1

| . underestimate contact beta radiation dose rates by approximately a factor of two.
! Radiation protection personnel were aware of the method used for beta response
; correction and the limitations of this method. Station personnel informed the

inspectors of their intent to reevaluate beta radiation survey methodology.
'

Licensee personnel. assured the inspectors that programmatic changes will he
implemented as deemed necessary pending the results of this technical review.
This item will be reviewed during a future inspection..

7.0 Training

7.1 General Employ.te. '('Enininn (G E'O

The inspectors reviewed the licemee's program for GET and found the program
to be adequate with respect to radiation protection concerns. The instructor
interviewed by the inspectors was qualified nad highly motivated. Exam questions
are drawn from an Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) approved test
bank. The inspectors reviewed a series of typical questions and found no
weaknesses in the process. Practical factors training is required for all plant
personnel and was required during the last refueling outage. The extent of.
practical factors training is commensurate with the needs of the trainees. For
example trainees who have had prior power reactor experience and successfully
complete a " challenge" exam were not required to don protective clothing as part
of training.1-lowever, in lieu of personally donning protective clothing,
experienced personnel were required to observe a demonstration of proper

i
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donning and removal procedures. The program required all other personnel to
don protective clothing as part of GET training.

The inspector reviewed the training records of five individuals who received small
intakes of radioactive material while perforrning turbine maintenance during the
last refueling outage. The inspectors found no indication of weakness within the
GET program which could be linked to these uptakes or to any other poor
radiation work practices during the last refueling outage. liowever, some
evidence of poor communication between station personnel and the training staff
was observed. For example, no timely reliable method exists to notify the training
instructors when radiological control concerns due to training weaknesses are
identified at the station. As a result, the opportunity for the instructor to
emphasize specific aspects of GET is lost.

7.2 Jhdhition Protection Technician JIninlag

Plant systems training for RP Technicians is not extensive. Permanent VYNPP
RP Technicians receir .. . proximately 1.5 days of scheduled plant systems training
in the entire technici ... training progression. The course does not detall the
radiological hazards associated with specific plant systems. The inspector
observed no significant weakness regarding plant systems knowledge during
interviews with the RP Technicians, llowever, the brevity of these discussions
prevented conclusive assessment of the overall staff strength in this area. The
inspector informed licensee management that the RP Technician's knowledge of
plant systems would be the subject of future inspections.

8.0 Audits and Appraisals

A-rough draft of the " Radiation Protection Program Enhancement Plan" was
L reviewed during the course of this inspection. This plan was developed by senior

radiation protection management personnel in response to recent internal and
external audit findings. Audits in the area of radiation protection have been
comprehensive and well coordinated. Preliminary targets for im,nrovement _

,

include contamination control practices, interdepartmental communication, RPI

equipment control, RP performance monitoring and feedback to workers,
radiologleal access control practices and training. Changes in staffing levels and-

. organizational responsibilities may result in response to audit findings. Progress
will be monkored during future NRC inspections.

|

|

l-
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9.0 Exit Meeting

A meeting was held with licensee representtWres at the end of the on site
inspection period on March 1,1991. Further inspection of documents provided t'
the inspectors continued at the ' RC Region I office from March 3 7,1991. The
results of the off site inspectica efforts were discussed with VYNPP management
personnel in a conference telephone call on March 12,1991,

e

--

.
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